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Significant under Criterion A in community planning and under Criterion C as representative
Parker and Camelback trusses and unusual entry towers.

The outbreak of World War I created an increased need for munitions and explosives that
resulted in the DuPont Company and the U.S. Government entering into an agreement to
develop one of the world’s largest munitions plants with its own planned community.  The site
chosen, largely based on the 1904 recommendations of E. C. Lewis (see #22, 11-NonHighway-
1) to the DuPont Company who had at that time planned to build a mill in Nashville but did
not, was Hadley’s Bend in northeast Davidson County.  DuPont named the community
Jacksonville in honor of the nation’s seventh President, Andrew Jackson, whose home, the
Hermitage, is a few miles to the south.  For security reasons, the government and DuPont
purchased the entire bend and although some workers came by train from Nashville, the
community functioned as a self-contained entity with its own commercial, health, and
educational facilities.

Built in 1918, the plant and town thrived for about one year until shortly after the Allies signed
the Armistice.  Located in what was then a rural area, the town soon became virtually a ghost
town as workers fled trying to find jobs.  In 1920 the government sold the bend to a group of

(#122)  19-SR045-02.03:  Old Hickory Bridge spanning the Cumberland River in
northeast Davidson County (Goodlettsville Quad, 310 SW).
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ES businessmen who in turn sold 500 acres to the DuPont Company.  In 1923 DuPont razed the

munitions plant and built a facility to manufacture its new “artificial silk” called Rayon.  To avoid
confusion with towns of similar names, the firm renamed the community Old Hickory, Jackson's
nickname.  Over the next few years, DuPont rehabilitated much of the housing from the 1918
development and constructed new houses.  The area around this community grew steadily with
residential areas surrounding it.  DuPont also gradually expanded over the years and is today an
important industry in Davidson County.  [Two historic districts and three individual properties
associated with this development are listed in the National Register.]

As a rural farming area, Hadley’s Bend had no real need for a bridge connecting it to Nashville,
but that changed with the erection of the munitions plant in 1918.  At first, trains from north
Nashville carried passengers to Edenwold where they crossed the river on a ferry and later a
pontoon bridge, a relatively inefficient system.  The government erected a 540-foot pedestrian
suspension bridge that opened in late November 1918.  Tradition contends that this bridge was
scheduled for shipment to South America but that the government diverted it to this location.
Designed by the American Bridge Company, the government intended for the nine-foot wide
suspension bridge to be temporary.  DuPont gave the bridge to the county in 1923.  The county
converted the bridge to light vehicular use, anticipating that it would have a life expectancy of
three to five years

With the area beginning to develop in the mid-1920s, the county then began to plan a new
vehicular bridge at this site.  In 1926 the county passed a $1 million bond issue to fund it.  In
October of that year the county hired Freeland-Roberts to design the bridge and supervise its
erection.  In July 1927 the county awarded the construction contract to Gould Construction
Company.  The American Bridge Company fabricated the trusses.  The county held elaborate
dedication ceremonies for the new bridge 27 March 1929.  The bridge cost $830,000 (Davidson
Quarterly Court Minutes Volume O: 64-71, 482; Volume P: 47 77, 209-212, 239-243, 271-273,
500-504; Volume Q: 304-305, 353; Volume S: 8-9; Thomason and Draeger 1984; Tootle 1953).

The Old Hickory Bridge is 1,222 feet long and contains three riveted through truss spans and
six concrete approaches on the east end.  The main span is a 320-foot Parker flanked by two
160-foot Camelbacks.  The truss piers are concrete faced with masonry.  The approaches sit on
concrete bents.  Composition of members varies from state designed bridges of this era but is
not unique.  Top chords, end posts, and bottom chords are channels with lacing.  Verticals are
channels.  Diagonals are either channels or channels with lacing, and counters are channels with
lacing.

An unusual feature is the set of monumental concrete towers that are located on the outside
end of each Camelback truss.   The west tower is located over an abutment, but the east tower
is located in the middle of the approach viaduct.  These towers rest on massive masonry bases
below the road surface.  Featuring neoclassical detailing, the symmetrical towers serve as visual
portals to the bridge.  Stepped pyramidal roofs with urn finials top each tower.  Each tower
contains a room with pedimented doorways that open both onto the roadway and to the
outside of the truss.  Although the east tower is in the middle of the approach viaduct, the
doorway exits into open air to maintain the design symmetry.




